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Wi-Fi hotspot

Purpose
Explosion-proof hot spot Wi-Fi-IIB is intended for wireless network 
deploying within explosion hazardous area at the enterprises of chemical, 
oil re�ning, gas and other industries within zones with potentially 
explosive atmosphere. 

Features
- The hot spot supports several wireless communication standards. 
By the customer's request, various Wi-Fi routers can be installed in
the enclosure.

Design
The explosion-proof enclosure hosts the Wi-Fi router with the power 
unit. Antenna of special design is installed outside the enclosure 
through cable gland. Power cable and signal cable are routed inside 
the enclosure via cable glands.

Delivery set
By the customer's order, hotspots can be equipped with:
- Various types and sizes of enclosures;
- Cable glands (steel, brass, stainless steel, wide range of input cable
sizes); 
- Drain device;
- Different types of terminals (screw, spring types).

- A wireless router in the explosion-proof enclosure can be used in 
various explosion hazardous areas.

Field of application
- Explosion hazardous areas of premises and outdoor installation that are 
gas or dust hazardous, according to the explosion protection marking and
other normative documents regulating the use of electrical equipment in 
explosion hazardous and non-hazardous areas at hazardous industrial 
facilities of I, II, III, IV hazard classes supervised by Rostekhnadzor of 
the Russian Federation and national technical supervision authorities of 
the CIS countries.
- Oil production and transportation.
- Gas production and transportation.
- Re�neries.
- Chemical plants.
- Ferrous and non-ferrous metal industry.
- Pulp and paper industry.

- The access point is designed for operation at altitudes up to 4500m 
above sea level.

- NPP, enrichment plants, etc.
- Defense industry.

Speci�cations

Explosion protection marking

                                              

1Ex d IIВ T5 Gb, 1ExdIIВT5, 
1ExdIIВT5+H2, 1Ex d IIC T5 Gb X, 
Ex tb IIIC T85°C

Climatic version and arrangement category U1, UHL1

Operating temperature from -40°С to +55°С
 Degree of protection from external impacts IР65

Supply voltage 220V

Height above sea level up to 4500 m

Number of technical conditions TU 3428-005-00213569-2008

Supply voltage of Wi-Fi router, DC 24V

Maximum current 100 mA max.

Supported protocols of wireless connection 802.11b, 802.11g
Connection speed, minimum 100 Mbps

Structure of designation
ShUSХ1-Wi-Fi–IX2/Х3-GNХ4/Х5-Х6хХ7(Х8)-Х9-Х10-IPXX
 Х1 - index showing the type implementation and overall dimensions of the enclosure:

Wi-Fi - index showing the presence of the wireless hot spot of Wi-Fi type in the control cabinet.
I – index showing the presence of indication lamps.
Х2 - lamp color: R– red, G – green, Y – yellow, B – blue.
Х3 – quantity of lamps.
GN – index showing the presence of the commutation switch of ExGN type.
Х4 – code of the commutation diagram of the switch.
Х5 – quantity of switches.

- If the explosion protection marking contains the “X” sign, the cabinet 
shall not be used in explosion hazardous areas where formation 
of explosive mixtures based on acetylene is possible.

А-VEL – made of an aluminum alloy based on the enclosure shell OEAA-VEL-IIB, 
ExdIIBU; ExdIIBU+H2; Ex d IIB Gb U or Ex tb IIIC U; Ex d IIC Gb U (the cabinet shall not 
be used in explosion hazardous areas where formation of explosive mixtures based 
on acetylene is possible) or Ex tb IIIC U.

1Ex d IIВ T5 Gb, 1ExdIIВT5,
 1ExdIIВT5+H2, 

1Ex d IIC T5 Gb X, Ex tb IIIC T85°C
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- Power generation (thermal, incl. condenser-type, and hydroelectric power stations,
boiler systems).
- Water supply.
- Sewage.
- Waste recycling.
- Sea and river transport.
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Wi-Fi

Overall, connection and mounting dimensions

In the cabinet designation, it is allowed to indicate only the elements required for installation 
skipping designations of unrequired elements.

Example of order forming recordХ6 - type of cable glands VK-VEL according to the structure of gland designation.
Х7 - quantity of cable glands.
Х8 - side for installation of cable glands: А, В, С, D.
Х9 - explosion protection marking: 1Ex d IIВ T5 Gb, 1ExdIIВT5, 1ExdIIВT5+H2, 
1Ex d IIC T5 Gb X, Ex tb IIIC T85°C.
Х10 - type of climatic version and arrangement category according to GOST 15150: U1, UHL1.
IРХХ - level of dust and moisture protection IP65.

ShUSA-VEL4-Wi-Fi-(L-4-М25)х2(D)-1Ex d IIВ T5 Gb-UHL1-IP65
Explosion-proof Wi-Fi hotspot based on the enclosure OEAA-VEL-IIB of 
4th size with the explosion protection marking of 1Ex d IIB T5 Gb, with two
cable inputs VK-L-VEL 4-M25-Exd on side D, climatic version and arrangement 
category of UHL1.
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